Monday 11th January 2021. Year 2 Mighty Writer story 1.
Below is a sentence blob from our Mighty Writer board. It has a little alien on it.
I have made up the first sentence in our story for today using the sentence blob.
The story could start like this ……..

Once upon a time there was a purple, spotty and one eyed monster who flew quickly to the
orange, red and round planet.
Or it could start like this …….
Once upon a time there was a green, purple and blobby monster who walked slowly to the
ringed, stripy and bright planet.

Let’s have a look at what the symbols mean. You know about the yellow star already and you
are used to using adjectives in your writing. The verb and the adverb symbols are new to
you but I think you will like using them and learn how to use them very quickly.
= adjectives = a describing word
= verb = a doing word e.g. run, walk, skip, hop, jump, read

= adverb = adds detail to the verb e.g. quickly, slowly, happily,
Now you can make up your own story about the alien using the Might Writer sentence blob
to start you off. Everyone’s first sentence will be different and I am looking forward to
reading your stories. When you have finished your first sentence ….. don’t forget to use a
full stop, then you can finish the story. Use this marking sticker and see if you can tick
everything with your brilliant blue pencil.

Notes for parents:- Children usually think and write for about 20/30 minutes. If your child
has not finished their story then this is fine. They can always finish it in stages when they
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have time if they want to or leave it. The opening sentence is the important part today. To
make the sentence shorter and therefore easier/quicker to write your child may only want
to use one adjective. This is perfectly ok. The important thing is to let your child have fun
with their story and use their imagination.

